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Imagine you college

tex tbooks

prose

eading a section in- one of your

and you are serious in your goal to understand the

wou.,18 you decide whether or not yoU understand? That is, = what criteria

standards.would you use for evaluating your omprehension? There are probably

material. =Now

some criteria that virtually all students would use while there may .be others

that are adopted by only a few. For example, most students would probably

having trouble understanding the material they encounter

many words whose meaning they do, not, know, &ince the effect of vocabulary

knqwledge on comprehension is widely recognized, lexical standard should be

is frequently adopted. Suppose the paSsage contained information

related to something you .had previously4 learned. Would you ,consider how the

info ation relates to your prior

information at face va ue

Unfortunately, the latter

nowledge? wonld you a cept the,

never questioning the - truthfulness- the tex t?

course may be more common, reflecting -a failure to

evaluate text for eiternal onsistency

At the present tim there is little empirrica

base an answer to the question posed above.' TJ

evidence upon- which to

t readers in fact evaluate

thei- .understanding is implioit-in models -of'-.comprehension (e
. 3.

Brown, & 19801- Just & carpenter-, 1980) and explicit models-. of
. ,,,

corhprehensioh',monitoring

Collins,

Baker & Brown, n press; Flavell, 1981;

Lefebvr e-Pinard & Finard, in press :7Markmari, Nevertheless, theorists

have been very vagpe as-to, how readers decide whether or not they understand.

However, Baker (in press), has recently proposed that-evaluation involves the

application

dyntactib

of standards which c,fall-

semantic.

three basic classes: lexical,

e semantic, class is further subdivided into
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stan ds of external consistency; internal consistency, propositional

ache ess, structur- cohesivene- and informational completeness-.

Evid 'cited fro wide "variety sources showing that readers are
sensitive to manipura- t o s that affect the comprehensibility of text along

'each of these-. mension

The advantage of considering evaluation with respect stinct

dimensions becomes apparent when we examine the conclusions that tive been

drawn in research on comprehension monitoring. The typical, paradigm has been

to introducq a :parti

ability to detect

_ular type of problem into a passage and assess eader's
Consider, for example, a passage ,containing the

following sentences: "The temperature on Venus is much higher than bbiling

water But it is much too cold feet us to live there."

that tne,. ideas in'

In order to realize

these sentences are contradictory, the reader must evaluate

e internal consistency of the text.

with many rotusts

the meaning of a

Now consider the following: "States

ely, heavily on the sales tax." In-.order to realize that

parbicularword is not known: the reader must apply a lexical

standard of evaluation.

ibuted to ineffective

Myers, 1981)1

Failures to notice both types of problem's have been

comprehension monitoring Markman, 1979; Paris

eveb though detection of the problems

diffe ent standards evaluation be applied.

reflect failures use particular standards

nothing about the possible use
fi

e same' person

requir

n 'other words,

of

s .-that two

he results
evaluatiOn; they reveal

alternative standards'. It

who fails to use an internal, consistency

very likely. to' apply a lexical stand_ d.

may Well be that

tandard would -be



Several researchers have report._ alo

differences in Comprehension monitor- using.

Garner, 1980 1981; Markman. 1979; fit,

Myers, 1981; Winograd &
4

monitoring should not be regarded as

Paris

reader is either good" or "poor.'

understanding more effectivelytheir

understanding of differences .in the use

rrg exposi prose

d reader proficiehoY

iobal definition e g.,

Terwogt, & Visser, 1981;

Jiowever, comprehension

lien° en at which

are help students evaluate

we need to acquire better

of specific' standard present ,

study was designed to provide a. foundation for this effo It addressed such

questions as whether some standard: are more likely to be applied than others

effective readers differ

the scope of .their standard repertoi

from less

standards used) or the compo ition the reper to

effective u readers in

the .number of different

re (i.e., the pecific

whose

College students ng in verbal ability participate d a study

stated purpose was to find out what kinds of things make passages hard

The passages, excerpted from collegelevel textbooks
to understand

contained many potential

star1iia'rds described by Baker (in press) . In addition, three types of problems

6ources difficulty, covering

were tentiOnally embedded within the passageS problems' which could be

dotected by. using the lexical, external consistency, and internal -consistency

Half of the: suWects within each Verbal ability
.-

standards. 'of

group were, specifically told that these three types

and they were given, examples of each type. The remaining subjects.
e simply told that problems -would. be present,
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was whether the subjects receiving general instructions we

op. apply- any

ld be less likely

he targeted standaods than thoSe receiving specific-

nstructions and whether they would be more likely to spontaneously adopt any-

the non targeted standards. Also of concern were possible interactions

ith 'verbal ability level.,

The Trimary focus of the paper will be on the .use:Of different standards_:

a her than on the idAtifibation of embedded problems.
. This focus refle ts.a

shift from previoUs research which operationalized comprehension monitoring as

success at detecting specific problems. There are several reasons for 'the

shift. The first, mentioned earlier, failure to notice a specific -'

type of problem r fleets a failure to use a specify standard of evaluation

not a failure to monitor _comprehension. A second reason is that failurei,t0

- notice partiOular problems. may peg due- to a number of .different factors,.

_Including ,latl.:- relevant prior knowledge, misinterpretations, . "-end

-:- K
inferential-- easoninglthat serves- to resolve the pr Beker..1979)7.

Tt',.seented or 'sensible, therefore, to focus on myth particular subje

erceived problematic, regardless of whether or not the experiMenter

perceived, it as such. This approach affords .a much richer Perspective the

ways that reader s evaluate their understanding. A third reason for` the shift

is that-differences in detection cif the different problem types are difficult

to interpret & Gorin, 1981). Since the problem types are

qualitatively-d __ rent:from one.another, e- do not know whether they would be

equally easy to Oetect if the'appropriate standar s were used e



Subjects

A testa _ 59-college students participated in the study, 37 women and 22'
men. The. 'students were enrolled

participated in order
. eLve extra credit. The majority of the su jects

an introductory, psychology course and

differed considerably in

obtain. two groups of subjeets ;41107

verbal ability- level, only those students whose

SAT-Verbal Scoresfe below 420 and abOve 58'O were
y.

final sample dontiSted of 23 students

.d.=.6.6) and h lower (meen=3889

sizes was not apparent Until some time

th higher

-62)1

asked to participate. The''

verbal ability (meanF599,

The inequality _,of group

after the data were collected; several

Students reported that ieir scores were

their scores were low. All subjects

experiment to

high category, but in fact

the outset of the

sign a form giving perm their SAT scores to be

ions office. When'the o arscores were received,

subject were the number

eclassified. 'Additional.data collected

emesters.enrolled in college, date, of birth

introductory psychology course grade, and Math ,SAT

1The sign-up.sheet did not specify that only native 'speakers of English-should sign up, ConseqUently, one non-native speaker 'did participate; HisVerbal SAT score was 230, but his .performance:on the'detection task was betterthan any other subject.- Moreover, his Math.. SAT score was 650-and his finalintroductory psychology grade-was-an A. Singe his Verbal score was clearlynot representative of his abilities:, jhis subject was dropped from theanalyses.:
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were assigned either the general or specif.c instruction=

they reported to the laboratory. An attemjt was Made to keep

the condition balanced sSible for verbal ability level and gender

throughout

testing, the subjects were

In Order-- to prevent possibl -e bias 'in-

to (wait until the the experiment to.

report their. SAT scores. At the beginning of the session.. they .were si'mply

asked whether -their

sign-up sheet.

ore did meet the requirements' specified on the subject.

Materiels

The (materi'als consisted of 12 expository paisages adapted from

college-level textbooks. Four selections were taken from each

different texts, one dealing wi h anieral behvior, a second

local government, and a. third with, environmentallecological,issues

three

h State and

Examples

of passage topics from each book respectively, are: temperature regulation

lizards, idvantageg of the sales tax, and the disposal of solid wastes.

The topics' were sel eied to 'contain fa

to ie encountered

selections' were shortened,

not generally known and not likely

in- the beginning -college student's coursework. The

necessary, so that .all of the passages would be

roughly comparable in length. Each pbssage had l or l.sentences ; the mean

number of

measurcdbusing Fry's

ord- was d- =16.148). The readability the passages was

(1978) scale; however; no attempt was made to modify

passage's 'readabili level' (man grade level=11.67, .d.=2.50).

The p ssages varied eq siderably in style and structure, as ell as in

the quality of writing, thu

question' various aspect's

-affording ample opportunities'-for the students to

the passages. HoweVer, it was felt inappropriate



to rely exeltisively on naturallyo

problemati

opportunities to i'd en ti

of the passages, therefore. nine of the passages we

The diSruptions consisted

knowledge violations, and inconsistencies. These different-problem types

intentionally disrupted of nonsense words, prior

could be- identified by effective use of bhe letioa10-external Consistency and

respectiVelT. One of each.Internal consistency' standards

Problem tyPeWa p-esent in each the three content areas.' All the

problems were created by replacing single word with another worth

sentence which appeared in any

serial, position from five through eight. Three of the modified passages

substitutions °coin-red in the middle of a

contained twosyllable nonsense words which followed standard rules of English

orthography. An example of a nonsense word=,appears in the following sentence:
,

"The landfills must not be in coiactin (locations) that could lead through

seepage to contamination ground. water." Three other

knowledge.fasts that violated common .world

summer (winter) mont

pools and streaMs."

passages,

Pa

An eiaMpte is

ges presented

'"During

most frogs hibernate in the soft mud of the bottom

The = third =type, problem also- embedded_

internal incobsistenCY,

the

three

eated by making one sentence in the

ge conflict with a previously presented sentence. One_ sentencerays

intervened between these two target sentences. An example follows: "These

small [housing] firms usually assemble the principal components of the house

the differences between these two industries

[housing and'auto] lie in the fact that local government is the Or-imsry
.

`regulator- of land usin this country. Zoning and ,building cdde regulations

are responsible fOr the presence (absence) of large mass - production oriented

1 0
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construction firms

intentionally.4ntroduced problenis.

served as a warm-up passage.

A preliminary screening study was carried out in which 23 advanced

undergraduates were "instructed to read- the passages ear efullyY and to comment

on ahy aspects that seemed problematic . They were - specifically told that

problems were present and were given examples of the three types that had been

introduced, but they, were given no hint as to how -many problems might be

preAnt in a given passage. The purpose of the study was threefold : 1) to

ensure that there were neither ceding nor floor effects in the detectability

of any problems ; 2) to ensure that there was not ex tensive variability in the

detectability the different ex emplars of a given. problem- . type; and

verify that there would be other sections the passages that individual

'subjects would identify as problematic. Subjects' responses were scored both

for probleth identification and for the other kinds of comments they made

Detection rates ranged from 20%. nor floor

Inconsi,stericies' and prior knowledge vi,olations aver
N ,

Within problem types, there was some but not extensive variability.
aged 30%, nonsense words

Subjects dip indepci,, identify many additional par ts of the passages. as

problematic. For the most part, these additional comments . were idiosyncratic ,

though occasionally two or three people had the same comment. Moreover the.

Comments reflected a. full range-of standard use; subjects did not restrict

themselves to the three standards' that

probleMs-. Also pr esent were

were needed to

icemen is

propositional cohesiveness, and in

detect the intended

about syntax, structural and

a tional clari y and o pleteness.-

1i
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Thd -final ye
_

ions of the -pas-sages

passage 'was typed on

embled into .'booklets.. Each

ptiveseparate shceet of paper and mas.headed by

All passage's appeared

paragrapha, had been present i

,
single long paragrpph tm re

the arigiri61;:text. (Note that 3 this'. gives

subjects occasion to comment= on the structural. cohes Veness of the' text.)

the bottom of each page was a set of four evaluative sentences which were to
be used by the subjects td indicate whether-`the passage was -problematic,. and

to what extent did it affect orriprehenSibility_ (see Procedure section):

same passage appeared in first position in each booklet and served as

practice passage. The remaining 12 passages were arranged in a constrained,

partially randomized, order. The constraint was that a particular problem

type had to- yppear in a particular poiition across booklets, but the passage

containing that problem was. randomly selected from the pool. For example, . the

first experimental passage contained a prior knowledge violation; for any-f,

given subject it

second:pas

uld be any one of the three prior 'knowledge passages.

always contained an internal inconsistency, and

anyone- of tilree,

Procedure

't too couldbe

All subjects were seen individually. by the a thor. At the beginning of

each session, the subjects were asked if they would be willing to authorize
release of their, official test scores and if so, to sign a consent form. (All
subjects were willing.) They were then giv=en a- booklet' containing the

passages and were asked to fill in on the cover shedt their names, ages, dates

of birth, and number of semesters they had attended; co,lege .-- At the bottom

the page were four statements that the subjectO were asked to refer to while

they listened to the relevant portion the' -Instructions:
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The inatructions were presented_ on tape,- recorded by the experimenter.

feats in both- conditions were told that the purpose of (the study was to try

to find -out- What kind's- of thine = make passages- hard to, understand. __They_ were_=

instructed_that,their task was to identify _problems that had been deliberately

introduced into some expository passages similar to those they might_ find in

college textbooks. A problem- was a efined as "something that might confuse
-

people-or somothi- that people -might have-trouble understanding." Subjects
a

-in the specific- instruction _condition were given further _information .about. the

_exagt nature,of the problems and two-examples of each type. The examples of

the internal inconsisten4eand prior 'knowledge violations were the same-as

those used by Markman and Gorin. (1981).1 the nonsense word examples followed

-the- same format The terms = used to describe-the theie-peouem:types 1)

two -parts of the paragraph that don't make sense together ;,' a) thihgs that
A

aren't truef, and 3)' words that aren't really words. Subjects were. not told-

how many- problems bight -be.presont in any dne passage.

Subjects in both conditions were instructed to underline- anything they

thought was a problem as they were rea ing. Then, when they finished, they

Were to -check one of the statements at the bottom of the page in the space

provided. The statements were 1) There were no problems; 2) There may havi

been a -problem but it did not make the-passage hard' to understand; 3) -There.

was a problem and it made the passage a little hard to understand; and 4)

There a problem and it made the passage, harder to understand.

turned out, there were large individual variations in- he use of the rating
.

scale; some subjects 'only used the first two statements others- .used the full

range. For this -reason, the rating data were not subje
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analyses'. The subjects were further -informed that after they checked

statement they were _io explain why they made that choice and also why- they

underlined any words or phrases.

After the instructions were presented, the subjects were asked to turn t-9.

the first (praatice) passage, and reed =it silently to themselves. Care -was

taken to ensure that the 'subjects understood the task by reminding them, if

necessary, to underline problematic information as soon as they encountered it
_

and by pointing out any lack of correspondence between ratings and underlining

-(e.s., -g-tatenent .#3 was checked but no sentences were underlined). The

subjects were not given any feedback. Once it was clear that they undei-stood=

the- task, the subjects went oh to the_12 experimental passages. For each

passage, the subjects read- it silently at their own pace, underlining any

problematic sections as they went along. When they finished -reading the

passage, they checked abe of the rating sentences, and =then explalfied why they

had done so and,.i.f appropriate, why they underlined what they did

Upon- completion of _the, task, ,the subjects were asked a standard set

questions designed to reveal how -they had interpreted any problems they did.

not report. Before asking each question, the experimenter turned to the

appropriate passage and placed it in front of the subject, who was encouraged

to reread it to find the answer. If the subject did not spontaneously

indicate awareness of the problem after answering the question,- the
.experimenter asked, Does that make sense to you?" If the subject still did

not indicate problem awareness, a second -prepared question was aiked. To

illustrate, the questions for the prior "knowledge proble embedded in the

sentence "During the summer months,. most frogs hibernate in- the soft mud.

14
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were as folX6ws: en ao frogs hibernate?

the summer?

frogs typically hibernate

All sessions were tape encord6ii and the tapes

transcribed. The length o he _sessions varied, axei---aging about 40 minutes

were subsequdntly-

per=su_

-Scoring

Prbblem iden_

rangeT0f-2 tO 6.0 Minutes.

Responses were scored as -problem identifications

if the subject underlined the target information and gave an adequate ______

explanation of the nature of the problem,
_ It -was not necessary for the

subject to spec he prOhlem type. examPle, if a subject underlpied

the nonsense word colactins and then said, 'don't kno1.4 what that wbrd

meansi, ths:r -nse-was scored:--a -correct identificatian.. SimilarlY, if a
=

subject explained-that she underlined the phrase,

because

'during the summer months,"

she didn't think frogs hibernated in summer, this was scored as
_correct. There was never, zany question on:the basis

whether the subject noticed the intended firoblems:

Standard application. Once the response protocols were fully
-

inscribed,, the subjects' esponses to "non-problematic segments of text

e coded as to othe type of standard they. revealed. coding scheme used

that established- by

lexical,

Baker (ih press) and included, seven
,

internal consistency,- syntax,external COnsistency,

categories:

nformational

clarity and :completeness, 'propositional
- ,

cohediveneSs. -Examples of comments reflecting the use of' these standar

onesivehess, and.-

presented in Table 1, along 6 the relevant passage contexts.

tur al

are
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Insert Table -I about here

nforMation was

note that no "judgments were made as whether the

in fact. problematic. For example, if a subject misunderstood

particular sentence and so said that the following sentence was
inconsistent,- this was _Scored as an application of .the--internal consistency
standard juSt as_ if the two sentences_ were in_fact _inconSistent. -T_ _

.

protocols were scored by two independent judges who were able to classify all
but _ 2%- _of the comments- into one of the seven categori_ Iriter-judge
agreement was, nigh and the few discrepancies were reiolved through discussion.=

Results

section of the paper is divided into .several, different sections...
The first section presents the r pults for the Problem identification task,

both an analysis- of variance and a multiple regression analysi

The second. _most important, section TocuseS on the application of the various
standards as the subjects-were reading the entire passages. Several different
depepden measures will be examined: 1) frequency of use, 2) number of
different standards used -and -3) p esen

in a subject's repertoire. The 'third

e --or absence of particular = standards

ection will briefly report the more
galient -aspen or- subject's responses to the follow-up questions about

problems they failed to report'.

Problem Identification

The mean number of problems rf each type that the students identified is
.

shown in Table 2. Quite clearly, the students did not do very well on s



1

task. analysis Variance with instruction condition and verbal ability
7-;

level as ,between-sub factors -anc problem type as a-within-subject factor
- -

revealed- reliable main..effects of eacii factor as well as an instruction by
__verbal ability interaction. Students who received .specific instructions as to

the ilres of problems they should seek identified more problems (44%) thin
those who were simply informed that problems would be present (25%), F. (1, 54)
= 20.85, .001. AdditiOnally, students who scored higher on the Verbal
portion of the SAT identified more-problems (42%)_than se___who scored_lower___

(27%), F (1, 514) = 13.02, p .001. Aterpretation of _these main effects- is
qualified by the interaction F = 5.06. < -05: higher verbal
ability students who received general instructions did not identify more
problems than the lower verbal abili ty studentd receiving general

Moreover, the performance of this higher -ability group gild notinstruction

differ

Insert Table 2 about here

om that of the lower ability students who received specific
instru ons. hough specific instructions

problem-- identifida4tion both higher

magnitude of the difference between

higher ability grouP.

dentificatiou

were associated with better
and lower ability. students, the

instruction, types was tech greater for the

ates for the
expected; F (2, 108) 7 76.79,

different problem types- -di ered,

.001. e nonsense wordM

identified than either prior knowledge .,violations or inconsistencies (-66% vs.

The differep a -between the latter two probl6m-21%. vs. 10%, respe 'vely).
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types was also statistically significant (Fisher's lsd- = .28); There were

_in, teractions or problem -type with :instructions or verbal ability (Fs < 1) .-_
.

The above analysis- of the data was -based on a dichotomous -classification-

ilbjects into higher and :lower- verbal= ability- levels. The reliable main

effect:of verba ability indicates that the two groups- did indeed 'differ. But

does not indicate how _much of_ the variance in problem- identification is

attributable to verb ability. = To answer_ this question, multiple_ regression

analyses_ wer e___carr ied out_ -using the_Subject!_s_setual___Verbal__SAT_score-as=

predictor 'variable. Additional predictor variables were Math SAT score,
Introductory Psychology _final grade, age and number of semesters enrolled in

college. Because instruction condition was a qualitative variable, the data.
_ _ _ _

were analyzed separately for the two conditions. The total number of prohlems

Served as `the dependent variable.

regression analyses for the two different instruction conditions

yielded very different,outcomes., as might be expected given the analysis of

variance results. We will cons der first subjects. in the specific instruhtion.

condition. The univariat& correlations with problem identification for the

Verbal SAT, Math SAT, and course grade, .espectively, were .72, .67 and .39.

However when -the effects of the Verbal s re were partialled out. neither the

re nor the course grade -correlated reliably with problem identific

The predictor variables were ente the regression equation

forward stepping algorithm which requir minimum F-ratio 4.0

bal score was the only variable to enter the regression

equation (F to enter - 25.39), pc ounting, for a substantial proportion of the

variance (Multiple r2 51). In. contrast under general instructions, verbal



-

respectively, were i-111i,f, ;---_36,--ancV__--403.,=t 6 e: of the variables had sufficient

= - -

-2 -

17

j =-

ability had virtually no predictive value for problem identification.
1

Univariate correlations-- for _- Yer ' Mat .-SA2=- and-- course _sgrade,-_ =
_

Flevels enter the regression -equation, though-- the' Math SAT score was

close, 4ith'-an F to enter of 3.91.- Even this,_riariable,2=--,hawever,_ accounted for
_

but 10% of the variance.

Thus-, the regression analyses lend further suppoPt to the- conclusion
_

drawn on the-basis of---the-analysis-of :variance: - ---whereas-verbal-- ability_level
- - -

, =

has e strong effect on students' ability to identify problems when they are

specfieally instructed what to look for, it has -virtually -116 effect on
- - =

problem identificatiorbwhen -the problem types are not specifie
_ t _

APplication of Standards Throu hoUt the Testih es ion -

As indicated in the Method section, the data to be considered In the

_following analyses are based on all problems that the students identified.-

regardless of whether they had been intentionally introduced by the

experimenter. Moreover, these data are based on all 12 passages the subjects

read, not just the 9 that contained intentional-problems. Several different

questions about standard use will be addressed. The first concerns the

frequency with which subjects used each standard, the second concerns the

number of different standards each subject used, and the third concerns

patterns of standard use, i.e., whether there- were some standards that

subjects never used at all or used to the exclusion_ of any others.

Frequency of use. The mean number of times students applied each a-

standard is presented in Table 3 as a function of instruction type and verbal

ability level. Note that the standards differed considerably in their

19
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equency'df use, as expected. Note alSo that the patepattern di

on whether -the students received general or.,speciac -instructions

(instruction) x 2 (Verbal ability) x 7 (type of standard) mixed analysi

variance confirmed 7these apparent differences. The main effeot---;Of standard

type was- reliable, F (6, 324) = 21.66,. f- -as was the standard by

instruction- interaction, F C6, 324) 9.11, p < -001.- In- addition, the 1

-verbal ability group-overa used the standards less frequently, F (1,`54)

4."44, -2 .05. -There-- Sias-a --a- -tendency towards_ a three way-intera-ct-i-Oh;-7

Insert Table

One -might have predicted that subjects receiving ':specific instructions
would_ apply the three .,instructed standards more 'frequently than subjects

receiving general instructions, leading a maih effect of. instrdc-tion
-condition- However, the main effect was not reliable; F (I, 511

10, although there the interaction _with ,standard type.
. -

procedure was used to test the differences between means (lsd = .68, .05).
Specific instructions did in f t lead to increased use of the external and

= 1.27, p

Fisher lsd

internal consistency standards but

often_
..

P

by both groups of subjects. One of the- noninstructed {standards

.uctural cohesiveness, was used more subjects receiving general

the_ lexical standard was used equally

one. The remaining

in both groups.

e standards were. used: with equal frequency by'.
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particular- interestnterest are ',the types of standards--

r-- -
most frequently--_when --simply given -general instructions to find the problem_

the students adopted

'r= =

since this has :implidations about, how students would s spontaneously evaluate

their understanding'.when-motivated to process text carefully. The lexical
standard and the .'structural :=abhesiveness standard were

k

_ _ -

any. others. -Note that th-dean- for the lexical standard is greater- than 3, --

used more of ten than

. .

which would be exper. students reported_ all of the nonsense-words and

not HoW-ever--; kh from the preceding section that Students
N.'receiving general itructions identified fewer nonsense_ words

receiving specific_ instructions;

often. It seems, then,

items whose meaning they wer

truction pasgowo rds they recognized but-perhaps could not-define.

The high frequency' of use of the structural cohesiveness standard

suhjects

yet they used the lexical standard equally
h ey were pa rtrularl y .vocabu ary

not sure of while:- students receiving specific

indicates that not only- L' comprihension affected by text structure

characteristics, as many, have argued (e.g., Kieras, 1980; Kcharacter=istics & Yarbrough, ___ _ ___ r__ ___.

.

1982). Wit also that itudents are conscious of its effects. It is _interesting..,_

to note that the lower verbal ability. students used the standard considerably

often than the #righer3- This is in line with evidence that poorer readers-

tend to be less sensitive text structure dIsruptions than better readers

Eamon, 1978/79 Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980).

Another standard that the -general instruction

often was the informational clarity and' completeness standard. It was used
.

lebs often than the lexi structural standards but more often than the
others. Here again, the higher ability students_' tended to ure the standard
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more often -than_ the lower=ability tudents, suggesting- greater -concern,with

whether-the information was 'sufficient to enable to grasp the point thi

author was trying to make.

se

N6ne of the other standards were used more than once during the entire

ion by the average subject. It is particularlY noteworthy, that the

`external- consistency standard falls into this. group. In a. similar type of

study involving fo ttrth and sixth =graders, Baker (Note 1) found that the_

external consistency -standard was spontaneously adopted almost as often as the

lexical standard. Other studies have also -found that children are quite apt

to challenge the truth passage information (e.g.
=

Markman, 1979). The

present _findings suggest that as studenis mature they becOme ,.more likely_ to

accept information as given, witheut critical evaluation of its truthfulness.

However, that students 1411 indeed apply the standard when instructed to do. so

is apparent by the large difference between -subjects in the general and

specific conditions-.

We turn nbw to more detailed .consideration f-differences in standard_use-___

among the instructed subjects

were used most frequently and equally often.

The lexical and external consistency standards

ability students ,seem less likely to challenge passage truthfulness than the

higher verbal students._ Surprisingly, they also identified fewer word level.

problems. This may have indicated a reluctance to identify words as nonsense-

for fear that they= might in fact be real words they; should have known.

internal consistency standard was used leas often than the other two, and here
again, the lower verbal group used th standard-less often than the -higher

verbal group. Somewhat unexpectedly, t -o °then- standards
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frequently as the -internal consistency standard: a structural "cohesiveness- and=

formational clarity/completeness. In

comments to problems descr

informational standard Was used somewhat

wnrds; the subjects did not

-in the InStructions,-. 'The'

more often

Students than the lower while the opposite

andard;

Number of different standards use

by the' higher verbal

true structural

Of in erest here was 'whether not
students in the different groups would differ

evaluated their understanding. The number- fferent _standards used at

least -once by each student was entered into 2 (instrudtion) x (verbal

ability) analysis of variance._ _ The__ analysis revealed -a -reliable -main - effect

of verbal ability leyeL, *S= (1,0 511)- = 3.98 p = The higher verbal
students. used more different standards than did' the lower verbal students

This indicates that not only do the
(means - 11.21 and 3.53, respectively).

less effective readers report fewer obstacles to cnmprehension, as shown

the preeeding sections, but they also_ have_a more- limited- set

against which to evaluate their unOrslandi

type

three. kinds

The main :effect of instruction

not reliable- ( = .-111) nor was the erection with-verbal ability (F=
even those subjects who were not given any hint that there were

pontaneously applied an average
of

problems they should look for

3.61 different standards (as compared to 4.13 for the infOrmed subjects).

Patterns o .andard use. Another examination of group differences in

the kinds of standards used was carried out by first classifying the subjects
as to whether or not they ever used a particular standard and then entering

the cell frequencies into multiway tables. Tests of association for patterns



of standard use were carried out using a log linear model. The relevant data

are preserkted in Table -4 as proportions of subjects in each cell who used each
standard (rather. than

andard).

as number of subjects who did or did not use

Insert Table 4 about here

each'

. - _
Wewill consider the results for each standard in turn. With respect to

the lexical standard, there were very few sub' ecte in any condition who never
used it; tests of association revealed -no di erences. The external

__consistency standard was adopted
-_by most- of the subjects in the- specific

instruction but there were a majority in the general groups who did
not use TJAO, p:

also adopted-by more subjects

7.78.

each

In add

.001

the

internal 'consistency standard was

ropecific gup than the general group X2

tion, more: higher verbal subjects used ate-
standard_ than lower___verbel,--X?- I

interact.
Fe `,than. 'half the su

;

bjects
cohesivenes standard. None

ructural

subjects in

p < 05. The two factors did not

anroup adopted the propositional

of the tests of association were rel4able.
in contrast, adopted by host

the association tests were nonsign

cohesiveness- _ andard.

group; again,
Somewhat more., half the subjecis adopted the informational completeness
standard, with no differences in group frequency., Finally, with regard to _the
syntactic standard, virtually the subjects receiving specific

instructions used- this standard while a..quarter those receiving general
instructions didi IC 11 = 7 - 03,
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summary, there were large differences among the . standards in _the

likelihood that subjects would adopt them. The di f f er encesbetween.

instruction conditions in the use of the external and internal consistency

standards- are not surprising given =the experimental manipulation. However,

_what is surprising is that the differences were so large. suggests that
a substantial proportiOn of adult readers never evaluate their understanding

with r espect to either- of these two important criteria. Although subjects

with general instructions were more likely to adopt the syntactic standard

than subjects: with specific instructions, ,the proportion was low relative to
e 'other standards, indicating that these subjects too were typically more

concerned =with = higher - level semantic features of- the text.- - -In particular ,
there Were semantic standards that most of these subjects adopted:

ructural cohesiveness and informational clarity/completene

The lexical standard, which was used by virtually all subjects, is not

necessarily adaptive if it is used the expense of thigher-level standards.

----Ther is-some-evidence tat younger and poorer reader- -in-elementary school

tend to rely exclusively on. h ndard (e.g., Baker, Note 1. G rne_r-,-- l98l).
It was of interest to ascertain whether less successful students the

college level also over-rely on this standard. We have already seen that

tudents with lower verbal ability use fewer different standards than students

with higher Verbal ability. What standards did they in fact use? This

question was answered, by focusing on those subjects who used only one or two

`different standards. Single standard use was very rare, observed in only

three subje Two, of these subjects were the lower ability group (one

received general instructions one specific) and the single standard 'used was

25



the lexical. (The third .subjeet, in the higher abilitY-general group, used
. _

e_ structural. cohesiveness _ standard= = exclusively.) :Thera. were seven subjects _

who used two standards only.; for six of these subjects, the lexical standard

was_ one f the two -used. Four. of these subjects were in the lower-general

group, and two in the lower-specific. (The seventh subject, in the

cohesiveness and tnformationalhigh-general group. used the structural
,

eteness , Overall,- 17% of the subjects_ had a repertoire

limited one or two standards. Though this- -is hardly a majority of the

subjecta, _ is -- significant. that- 80% of this= group _had lower verbal ability

and the same 80% always included the lexical standard in- their reprtaire

Thus, even among -more-mature-readers; those; who are less proficient =shotisome

overreliance on the lexical-. standard.

Responses to follow-up questions
. _

The follow-up questiohs were inclu4e0 to reveal how studd;ts interpreted

the intentionally-introduced problems they failed to report. By and large,

the interpretations were those intended by the experiniehter ndibating that

students failed to report the, problems because

standard when t was needed. The typical -comment., upon being

confronted' with a problem, was, "I can/ t believe I missed that!" There were a

w exceptions, however, indicating not failure ,to use a standard but rather

a failure to perceive a problem. This was most, apparent with one.of the prior:

knowledge problems

Montana,

1AMong the

embedded within, the f011owing- sentence: "As governor of
_ - s

invite legislators to his house...Ronald Reagan would typically

prior knowledge problems

detected =( = .38).

this was. in fact the one most frequently

However, subsequent questioning of the non-detecting
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:subjects revealed 24% o 7-them --were --unaware:-that -Reagan had -not -been-

governor of =Montana. -Moreover, all= but one ofthese _nine subjects were in the
.

lower verbal ability, group. Thus, not only are students of lower verbal

ability less likely- to evaluate text for consistency with prior knowledge,
they also have a more impoverished knowledge base. Unfortunately, this latter

problem less- amenable to instructionalintervention- than -the -former (Baker

Brown, in press). Failures to perceive the internal inconsistencies as

-_problematic were also more characteristic the lower verbal group than the

higher. 'Here the difficulty is-in logical reasoning, which again requires a

different tSrPe --Of -intervention than instruction designed to promote more

effective evhluation of one's understanding. In short, theyesponses to the-

follow-up questions make it clear that the poorer problem identification by

- the lower ability students is not simply a product of less frequent ,or less

-effective use of the targeted standards of evaluation. More _fundamental
_

deficits in background knowledge and logical reasoning also play a rple.

Discussion

In this section we will return to the question posed in the openi g

paragraph of the introcution abolit how a_ student would evaluate his or _her____

the present study offer many pieces of ar-understanding. The results

compre ensive answer. As xpected, s found that readers do in fact use

several different standards during a single interaction with a text. Even

when given no. hints as to t standards should be. used, -the average student

employed 3.8 different standards. This indicates quite clearly that studies

which examine the yse of only a single standard may seriously underestimate

the 1'1 eXibility- of Students evaluation activities. Nevertheless, students o



:;lower verbal- ability did- Iiave more limited repertoires- than- their higher

verbal ability peers._ These limited repertoires tended to include the lexical
_ =

_standard, a more primitive standard that can be applied- without regard to

surrounding contex t. Although this standard should be included in any_.

reader's repertoire (and was in- fact used by 95% of the subjects), it should_
be _used in concert with the ,higher-level semantic standards which take i
account - larger -segments of the :tat.

The study also revealed that there_ were substantial differences in the
frequency with which the different standards were used. Some differences

-

would of course be expected among subjects who were told to use three specific

standards. 01 more interest were the- standards used when students were not
given any guidelines as to the kinds of things they should take into

consideration. The lexical standard _was very_ likely to be _used_ by students

whether or not they were instructed to Use it, indicating,a basic concern with
the understanding of individual word meanings. However, tudents typically

did not evaluate what they were reading with respect to what they already

knew, even though they demonstrated use of this criterion when instructed to
use Approximately two thirds the subjects 'receiving_ general

instructions-never -user the---externa- n s.tency-- standard -.- Studehts -tend to

ace value, -- tendency that

automatically precludes any sort of critical reading. Interestingly,

tendency mdy increase with development as suggested by evidence that children

frequently challenge the truth of statements_ presented to them in expository

passage. even when they are not pecificalfy instructed to do so (e g.,

Note -1; Markman, 1979). Whether car not this apparent decline



ternal consistency Standard- is a =real phenomenon remains an important
= _

empirical question. If so, it may be an 'unfortunate =by- product of
.

instructional approacheS stressing_ that the answer is in the book (Goodman,

1976). Another dimension unlikely- to be considered spontaneously- is the

internal consistency of the text. Moreover. even when specifically instructed

evaluate for internal consistency, studen ith lower_ verbal-- skills did
I

not use the standard very often. In fact, almost 50% of-the subjects in this

group never applied the standard. A number of component skills are involved_

in the evaluation internal consistency, including the ability to retrieve

and integrate nonadjacent propositions and_ draw logical inferences. These

skills may well be limiting the lower verbal student's use of the standard.

We have seen, then,. that students spontaneously adopted a lexical

standard but seldom an external or internal consistency. standard. Ho ever

they did use another standard as frequently as the lexical: structural

cohesiveness. This indicates a concern nth the thematic relationships among

the ideas - -in the text and awareness of rhetorical conventions such as

presenting topic sentences first. The standard is an important one for

students to apply, especially when studying expository text. _because it

requires -the-identification of the main points of the passage. That 85%-01

:the tudents receiving general instructions adopted this standard is

encouraging; however, is possible that they used it only because they could

not think of any other kinds of problems that might be present and they knew

they had to identify something. A third standard likely to

pontaneously was informational conipleteness.

concern with whether

Use of this standard reflects

ormation is presented in sufficient depth or with
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sufficient clarity to allow one, to I understand a particular concept. 7 This

standard is also-important to use-while studying because it indicates -to the =

student whether there is a need to consult outside sources fori-:more

ormation.

Rarely used were 'the propositional cohesiveness or syntactic standards,
=

Howe er, the passages did not contain any -intentionallyintroduced _problems=

which would elicit-comments reflecting the use of these standard and there

were n

study

many naturally-occurring opportunities for their use. Therefore, the

es nOt provide clear answers- as to the extent that these standards

are typic ly used. We know that violations of propositional cohesiveness and

syntactic straints affect comprehension (e.g., Frazier -& Rayner, 1982-w _ I

Hirst= & Brill 1980), but it may be that such discrepancies are processed

automatically nd__do not require the deliberate evocation -of the--relevant

standards. (cf. aker,"in press).
w=

In conclu on, the study has- revealed both quantitative and qualitative

differences i the standards used by college students to evaluate their

understanding f expository prose. It provides a rich source of hypotheses

for fur r earch designed to encourage_students -to adopt sensible and

efficient criter a---for -evaluating their comprehension. 'For example, it
illustrates the v of examini more systematicallyr readers' skill at using

all of the evaluation tandards under conditions designed elicit their use.

. .
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Table i

Examples of Comments Reflecting the Use

of- Different Standards of Evaluation

A. Passage context: Some frogs defend themselves by eigning death.

'Comment: I don't think feighing is a word. (specific instructi ©n

lower verbai)a

Passe e context: Bats, the only group or flying mammals, are

nocturnal insectivores.

Comment: I don't know what insectivores are. (general instructions__
higher--verbal)

External Consistency

Passage context: Moves to get federal aid for the unemployed in the

depressions of 1893-94, 1914,and1921 failed.'

Comment: I don't know my. history that well, but I don't think there

were depressions all those times. (specific Instructionsrower verbal)

Passage context: Franklin D. = Roosevelt, elected president in 1933.
-

immediately began to implement new relief programs

Comment: Elections are held in evennumbered years;-193 can't be

as well as

others,- dentified a-problem-embedded-in -the-stigh textand

unnoticed y the experimenter.]

right (general instructions -lower verbal) fThis student,

Internal Consistency

A. Filled landfill sites are sometimes used for golf

courses and parks. But building on such sites is hazardous because' of

natural gas seepage from the underlying decaying garbage.

Landfills are used for parks but they're too hazardou

That's stupid. (specific instructions, higher-verbal)

Comment:

houses?

Passe e :context: Governors possess many formal powers todischarge

. duties of chief executive chief legislator, and head of state...



3L

Governors frequently = feel compelled to go. to _great lengths to win
-:-legislators over to their side.

Comment: It says _goVerners--have many formal - powers=, have rule over
everyone._ So why would they, feel- compelled to win legislators over

their side? (specific instruct one- lower _verbal)

Propositional- Cohesiveness

A. Passage context: -Some Efro can blow up their ltings so that they are

difficult to swallow.
Comment: They are difficult to swallow. What are

nstructions-higher verbal)

e-contextrSales taxes- are -assessed ro ase---who= taxable
_regardless of their residence'.

Comment. Their-residence. It almost sounds as thoughthe things

you're =buying live somewhere else, (specific ,instructions-lower

verbal)

Structure]. Cohesiveness

Passage context: (The general topic of the passage is about the

protective coloration of fish. The last two sentences appear here.)
Some tropical fish are vividly colored, however, even in areas of dull

and somber backgrounds. Although conspicuous in these circumstances,

they are protected either y alertness and agility or by_their

poisonous flesh.

Comment: Alertness and agility and poisonous flesh have nothing to do

with color; the sentence is tacked onto the end. (general

instructions-higher verbal)

Passage context: passage is primarily concerned with the housing

industry, but it begins with a comparison to the auto industry.>

Comment: The title is Housing end Local Government. Then it goes into

something about auto production which is totally irrelevant. (general
instructions-lower verbal)
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nformational Clarity and Completeness
_

Passage context: -(The general topic of the passage is pesticideS and

it includes a _discussion of both herbicides and insecticides
Comment: 1-know insecticides and herbicides are both types of .

pestioides.-.and 1 know how they ,-differ, but Ws not .specr-fted in the

passage; the-terms should be- defined -more clearly. -(specific
instructions-higher verbal)

_Passe e context, (The passage describes_ the special Sense organs of
snakes, including heat-sensitive pits.) The pits are supplied with a
dense packing _o free nerves endings from the fifth cranial nerve.
Comment: The message doesn't explain what the fifth cranial nerve

Cgene ral initructions-lower verbil)

Syntax
A. Passage context: The, remaining 83 percent [of .solid waste] is buried

in landfill sites, with only about 10 percent of these being the
so-called sanitary landfills.

Comment: "With only about" is very awkward. (general instructions,
lower verbal)
Passage-context: Seen m above against its normal background of
water and stream bottom, the fish becomes almost invisible.-
Comment: "Seen from above" is hard to understand, there are three
prepositions_together-:- -had to .rea
instructions-lower verbal>

-three-times. '(general

Parenthetical remarks =indicate the type -of :instructions and the verbal
ability level of the _subject making the comment.
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Table= 2
_

Hein Number of Problems Ideritifiede

,

Problem Type

Verbal _

-Nonsense

Words

Prior Knowledge
Violation's

Internal
Inconsistencies

Instructions Ability _ -

Specific Higher 2.75 1.17 1.08
Lower. 1.88 .75 .19

General Higher 1.91 45 .09
Lower 1-.63 .26 .05

Note: Maximum = 3.

.}



Viluiting eipos -ry prose-

Mean -Number of Times. objects Applied Each Standard-.
_

,Instructions
_

Spedific _ General - -
Type of Standard _ Higher Verbal- Lower, Verbal- Higher Verbal Lower.-Verbal-

Lexical

External -Con

4.17 3.19 3.46 3.58

4.75 2.25

1.25Internal Consistency - 2.33

Propotional,

CohesiVeness

tructural'-

Cohesiveness

.63-

.26

Informational

completeness



- - - -

Table 4

- -Proportion of Subjects Who'

Applied a Particular Standard at 'Once

Instructions -

-Specific General

Type of Standard -:;=.- Higher Verbal Lower Verbal Higher Verbal Lower Verbal, _.,
=,Lexical : 1.00 :88 .91

-
.89

,

Ex ternal Consistency'. .92 -.82 .26

Internal Consistency .92 .53 .45 .26

Propositional

CohesiveneSs-_ .42 ,24. .16

=.,.

Structural

Cohesiveness .sa .82 '.82 9

-Informational

Completenqss _ .58 .53 .73 .58-

Syntax .08 .00 .27 .26

41-


